
TEACHERS NOTES
Violent Amnesia brings together paintings, installation, drawings and performances from Oscar Murillo (b. 
1986 La Paila, Colombia), offering a highly charged expression of the artist’s experience of displacement. 
Murillo arrived in London as an immigrant from Colombia with his family at the age of ten, and now travels 
compulsively. This exhibition is a space where the multiple worlds that the artist occupies collide, and offers 
an active response to the uncertain and troubling social, economic and political conditions of our time.  

The also works reflect our culture of constant communication and address the practices of the contemporary 
art world, engaging with a series of opposites—including work and play, production and consumption, and 
originality and appropriation.  
 

Image: A Practice for Everyday Life



Colour 
 
Oscar Murillo’s use of colour draws on a number of influences, memories and associations.

Black

The black canvases in The Institute of Reconciliation echo the inspiration Murillo took from Kazimir 
Malevich’s Black Square painting, his memories of ‘black snow’ (ash waste from a local sugar factory 
as a child) and his experiences flying through dark, empty space above a war zone, feeling affected 
by the presence of a corpse on a plane.

Discussion: What does the colour black evoke for you? Where else do you see black? How does this 
shape how you respond to Oscar Murillo’s large black canvases?

Oscar Murillo describes his works, The Institute of Reconciliation, as an ‘infinite universe where all 
the negative energy can be offloaded … where research, education and experimentation can lead to 
reconciliation’.  Does this give you any other ways of thinking about the colour black?

Red, black, blue

Murillo’s Catalyst works typically employ a limited palette of red, black and blue – basic colours 
that are used most often in our everyday lives – for example, when we write.

Activity: which three colours do you use most often in a day – either in things you do, use or see? 
Make a painting that only uses those three colours. 

How did this colour palette inform your choices about what to paint?
Was there a colour you missed being able to use?

The Institute of Reconciliation 2014 – ongoing
Galleries 1+2, Lobby, Church

Sections of canvas steeped in black paint are suspended both inside and outside of the galleries, 
disrupting the architecture of the spaces and the viewer’s physical and emotional experience of the 
exhibition. Their silent and intensely dark presence evokes ritual or mourning. They also evoke 
avant-garde artist Kazimir Malevich’s (1879-1935, Russian) radical painting Black Square, 1913, 
and Murillo’s own life experiences around the colour black.  

The Institute of Reconciliation, 2014-ongoing, oil on 
canvas, burnt corn and clay. Photo Matthew Hollow



Violent Amnesia
‘Violent amnesia’, the piece that gives the show its title, highlights the artist’s interest in collective 
forgetting, and draws on motifs that can be found throughout the exhibition – migration, violence, 
globalised injustice, and anxious or inert responses to these things.

Murillo says: “Thinking of these two words together, they are like magnets repelling each other. It’s 
about a constant jarring. The title has to do with the idea that the world is upside down. 
You can see this in the painting, and the West is missing – the US and Europe. Then you have the 
images of birds coming from the north, suggesting an invasion of sorts. The title, violent amnesia, is 
trying to capture this idea of forgetting, but doing it in a way that is not easy.”

Rather than responding to these themes with a clear or didactic message, the piece seeks to 
complicate them. The fractured map, migratory birds, and dense layers holds together the many 
worlds that Murillo inhabits as he travels across the globe, as well as paying tribute to the millions of 
people who are either forced to migrate, or unable to do so for economic, social or political reasons.

Like a number of Murillo’s pieces, the canvas hangs unstretched, like a flag, or a banner, disrupting 
how we understand or display ‘artwork’ and suggesting that the issues and reconciliation they 
address are incomplete and continuing.

Counterpoints
For Murillo the motif of the bird, a 
creature that is able to migrate freely 
and without restriction, provides a 
counterpoint to the human experience of 
crossing borders.

A counterpoint uses one thing to show a 
contrast with something else. 
 
Activity: 
 
Primary School:
Write a list of opposites. Choose a set of 
opposites and you find a way to combine 
them in a drawing. What is the result?  

Secondary School:
Can you think of another artist’s work 
that uses counterpoints, or contrasts? 
How is it effective?

Can you create a work that uses contrast 
to make people think?

Violent Amnesia, 2014-2018, graphite stick, oil and 
oil stick on canvas and linen, grommets and stainless 
steeel rail. Photo Matthew Hollow



The Institute of 
Reconciliation

Inside the gallery, The Institute of 
Reconciliation continues with a 
sprawling installation of black, battered 
canvases, that have been subject to 
violent processes - including being run 
over by lorries and thrown against the 
gallery walls – as a means of channelling 
Murillo’s energetic, anxious responses to 
situations of injustice. 

Scattered amongst them are coins, 
burnt corn and clay sculptures. Corn 
is regarded as a staple food of working 
people in Colombia, and through these 
mangled and burnt shapes, Murillo 
references the economy, destruction, 
exploitation of labourers and 
consumption.

This installation continues in Gallery 
2, in amongst violated church pews. 
The striking presence of this displaced 
furniture introduces a further 
complication to the exhibition – an 
indication of a space for sanctuary and 
offloading anxiety, that also gestures to 
histories of institutional corruption. 

 In St Peter’s Church, five inanimate, 
wounded figures await visitors, with 
burnt corn and clay sculptures spilling 
from their torsos through sections of 
industrial ventilation pipe. The work 
recalls the Colombian tradition of the 
making of Mateos, which are models 
made and burned in celebration of the 
New Year. It also suggests human life 
as labour; an expendable resource that 
suffers the oppressive and damaging 
effects of its own output.

The Institute of Reconciliation, 2014-ongoing, oil on 
canvas, burnt corn, clay. Photo Matthew Hollow

The Institute of Reconciliation, 2014-ongoing, oil on 
canvas, grommets, stainless steel rail, church pews, 
burnt corn, clay. Photo Matthew Hollow



Discussion: What Can Art Do?
As well as speaking into complex global narratives, these striking pieces are an invitation to an 
instinctive, physical response. Murillo says “I want people to come into the show and skip a 
heartbeat”.

Active Discussion:
In the gallery spaces or classroom, allocate one side of the room as ‘yes’, and one side as ‘no’, and 
invite students to position themselves in between the two according to how strongly they agree or 
disagree with the question, and invite them to explain their decision.

After a discussion, invite the students to move if they have changed their mind.

Primary school:  
Should a work of art… tell a story? Make you feel something? Teach you something? All or none of 
the above? Why? What makes a work of art important?

Activity:
Do you have a message you would like to put in a work of art? If so, can you do that without using 
any words?

Seconday School - Active Discussion:
Should you be able to put your response to a work of art into words? What do you gain by that? 
What do you lose?

Should art tell a story? Why, or why not?

Violent Amnesia, 2019, cut vinyl lettering and white 
paint. Photo Matthew Hollow



Catalyst paintings
Murillo’s Catalyst paintings are made by saturating a canvas in paint before covering it with a 
second canvas and using a stylus or large stick to make marks on the second canvas which pass 
through to the first. Made on the floor of the studio and deliberately allowed to subsume dirt, dust 
and other accidental substances, these intense canvases reflect Murillo’s unique, almost automatic, 
process. Their title word, Catalyst, means to cause or effect great change, and suggests the cycle 
of action and reaction as Murillo channels his violent energy and anxieties into the (re)action of  
impassioned mark-making, which leads to its own reaction as one canvas is imprinted onto another.

Activity: Automatic drawing

Take a large sheet of paper and a long instrument to draw or paint with – it could be a long 
paintbrush, or a crayon that is attached to a stick. Try to switch off your usual drawing thoughts and 
draw freely, without thinking about what or why.

Stand back – what have you created?

Try this activity using a number of different papers and drawing materials, and compare the results.

Oscar Murillo often uses the canvases from his Catalyst process as the basis of other works, 
including pieces in The Institute of Reconciliation. Can you use your automatic drawings as the 
beginning or background of another artwork?

Untitled (catalyst), 2018, oil and graphite on canvas, 
courtesy the artist. Photograph: Matthew Hollow 



Frequencies
This pieces stitches together canvases created by schoolchildren in Turkey, Colombia and Zambia 
in 2015, with stretches of blue canvas suggesting continents and tectonic plates meeting around 
individual records. 

The canvases are part of an ongoing project conceived by Oscar Murillo and delivered in 
collaboration with his studio and project producer Clara Dublanc. School pupils between the ages 
of 10 and 16 are invited to draw, write and intervene on canvases that are placed on their school 
desks without any rules or restrictions being imposed upon what they should produce. The children’s 
mark-making reveals fascinating traces of language, different materials, popular imagery and 
social interests, and cultural differences across the world. The process enables pupils to voice their 
creativity through art making that is free from censorship.

Frequencies, 2015, mixed media 
Photo Matthew Hollow



Journeys
Oscar Murillo takes inspiration from journeys, whether journeys he has taken, the journey of his 
father and other migrants across the globe (see especially My name is Belassario in the Research 
Space), or the sea journeys captured by artist Alfred Wallis.

Moreover, travel is not just an inspiration for Oscar Murillo’s work, but also a place and time where 
he produces it. His Flight Drawings were made in aeroplanes, using layers of carbon paper transfers. 
These marks may be purely abstract but sometimes include images of aeroplanes, birds, or traces of 
flight paths. 

Activity 

Primary School 
Go on a journey around your school, and find a number of locations to stop. At the each location, 
do a drawing that captures the place you are in, or the journey you took to get there. What did you 
see? What can you smell? How does your body feel? Place a sheet of carbon paper between the 
drawing you are working on and the drawing underneath it, so that each drawing leaves a reflection 
on the one beneath it.

Bring together everyone’s drawings and arrange them on a map of the school. Can you see any 
similarities between them? Is it easy to pick out the individual stories, or are they crowded out by 
everyone elses? 

Secondary School
Over the course of a day, do a drawing in every new place you travel to – whether a different room, 
building, street or even town. Don’t use a new sheet of paper, but add in to the same one, drawing 
on top of your previous drawings if necessary. At the end of the day, stop and look at what you have 
produced. What do you notice? Can you pick out the different places and times, or have they all 
combined into one image? 

flight #75 (detail) 2019, Pen, pencil and carbon on Japanese paper. 
Courtesy of the artist.


